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Influence of the lateral confinement on the transverse 
mechanical behavior of tows and quasi-unidirectional fabrics: 

Experimental and modeling investigations of dry through-
thickness compaction

Julie Hemmer1, Anne-Sophie Lectez1,2, Erwan Verron1, Jean-Michel Lebrun1,
Christophe Binetruy1 and Sébastien Comas-Cardona1

Fibrous textiles are subjected to dry through-thickness compaction during most of the composites manufacturing 
processes. Usual tow models implemented in textile numerical simulations do not reproduce the tow widening occurring 
during the compaction. Nonetheless, this widening (that can reach 10%) would influence the internal microstructure of 
the considered fabric and its mechanical behavior. This paper proposes a simple mechanical approach to reproduce the 
width and thickness evolutions experimentally measured during through-thickness compaction of E-glass and 
carbon tows. Once the material parameters identified on laterally free tows, the tow cross-section model is 
employed to study the influence of the tow lateral confinement on the transverse mechanical behavior of its 
corresponding quasi-unidirectional fabric. It is observed that the lateral confinement depends on the quasi-
unidirectional stitch tension. This confinement induces a densification of the tows leading to a stiffening of the quasi-
unidirectional transverse behavior. This stiffening is well predicted by the proposed modeling approach.

Keywords: Mechanical analysis, analytical modeling, fiber tow, fabrics/textiles, transverse compression

Introduction and previous work

During dry composite manufacturing processes (RTM,

C-RTM, infusion), the fibrous material is impregnated

by a liquid resin after being compacted during mold

closing or vacuum setting. This through-thickness com-

paction of dry fabrics has been extensively studied over

the last decades at macroscopic scale: experimental

characterizations have been conducted on woven fab-

rics,1–4 quasi unidirectional non-crimp fabrics (NCF;

quasi-UD NCF)5,6 or mats7 and models have been

developed to predict the fiber volume fraction Vf and

the stack thickness evolutions with the applied pres-

sure.8–11 When quasi-UD or woven fabrics are con-

sidered for structural applications, the microstructure

i.e. tows size and spatial distribution within the fabric,

is of primary interest as it impacts the pore size and tor-

tuosity and thus the overall in-plane and out-of-plane

fabric permeabilities,12–15 as well as the mechanical

properties of the final composite part (failure

initiation16 and crack propagation).

It fueled the interest in predicting the textile mech-

anical behavior during compaction from the initial

textile architecture and the tow mechanical behavior.

The textile architecture is numerically generated either

from a software (TexGen17,18), a 3D image19,20 or from

geometrical considerations.11 Constitutive tows can be

either viewed as a continuum material or as a collection
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of fibers. For a continuum formulation, classical solid

mechanics can be applied and most models are derived

in the framework of hypoelasticity17 and hyperelasti-

city,21 or empirically fitted, for example with power

law functions.22 If tows are described as a collection

of fibers, most models are based on fiber distances23

or fiber-fiber friction.24

To the author’s knowledge, the multi-chain digital

element model (based on fiber-fiber friction) proposed

by Zhou et al.24 is the only one that predicts the tows

widening occurring during through-thickness compac-

tion.25 However, this tow widening can experimentally

reach 10%23,26 and has been observed during both

single tow compaction18,23,26 and plain woven fabric

compaction.25 It is therefore of interest to provide a

simple mechanical model that predicts both the width

and thickness change experienced by tows during

through-thickness compaction.

Additionally, the internal microstructure and trans-

verse mechanical behavior of fabrics are affected by tow

widening, as highlighted by Vallons et al.6 who studied

the influence of the stitching pattern on the microstruc-

ture and the transverse mechanical behavior of E-glass

NCFs. The quasi-UD stitch pattern seems to modify

locally the lateral confinement of its constitutive tows

and thus the overall fabric transverse mechanical

behavior. Therefore, it is of great interest to propose

a first investigation of the constitutive tow lateral con-

finement influence on the mechanical response of quasi-

UDs subjected to through-thickness compaction.

Objectives and content of the study

The main objectives of the study are threefold:

. quantify the width and thickness evolutions of dry

single tows and quasi-UDs during through-thickness

compaction,

. propose a 2D continuum mechanical model that

reproduces both the lateral and the transverse

behaviors of E-glass and carbon tows,

. predict a transverse mechanical behavior range for

quasi-UDs based on the transverse behavior of their

respective tows and their lateral confinement.

Experiments are conducted to monitor both the

width and the thickness evolutions of E-glass and

carbon tows and their corresponding quasi-UDs

when subjected to through-thickness compaction. The

designed setup and developed post-processing methods

are first pointed out and experimental results are dis-

cussed. Then, a simple continuum mechanical approach

is proposed to reproduce the lateral and transverse evo-

lutions of tows. Two lateral boundary conditions (free

edge condition that allows tow widening and confined

edge condition that prevents tows from widening) are

considered and expressed analytically. The material

parameters of the obtained 2D constitutive model are

selected to best fit the experimental behavior of laterally

free carbon and E-glass tows. Finally, a novel compari-

son is proposed between the predicted behavior of lat-

erally confined carbon and E-glass tows on one side

and the experimental behavior of carbon and E-glass

quasi-UDs on the other side.

Materials of the study

Fabrics

One carbon quasi-unidirectional woven fabric and two

E-glass quasi-UD NCF have been selected for the

study. The highly unbalanced carbon quasi-UD

(named UD-C) provided by Chomarat has a total

areal weight of 687 g=m2 and is made of warp carbon

tows (50 k fibers per tow) and weft E-glass tows, spaced

at intervals of 8mm. The two E-glass quasi-UD NCFs

provided by Owens Corning have both a total E-glass

areal weight of 1395 g=m2 and are made of two layers:

one warp layer of UD E-glass tows (4800 tex) and one

weft backing E-glass layer oriented at �80� (68 tex).

Both layers are stitched (warp-knitting) with a PET

yarn whose mass is negligible. The only difference

between the two E-glass NCFs is the stitch pattern:

the first NCF (named UD-tight) has a symmetrical

stitch pattern with a 2.5mm stitch spacing whereas the

stitch patterns of the second NCF (named UD-loose) is

asymmetrical, 5mm spaced and looser.

Tows

Experiments are conducted on carbon tows extracted

from UD-C, E-glass tows extracted from UD-loose,

and E-glass tows extracted from UD-tight. No binders

were added to the extracted tows. The characteristics

of fabrics and their corresponding tows are reported

in Table 1.

Experimental setup and methods

The specific setup and experimental protocol developed

to quantify the width and thickness evolutions of

fibrous samples during compaction are presented here-

after. Mechanical variables (extensions and stress) are

also defined to compare the results obtained on carbon

and E-glass tows and quasi-UDs.

Setup

A compression device has been specially designed to

apply uniaxial transverse compression (z-direction) on
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tows or fabrics under a chromatic confocal scanner

(CCS), which measures the width and thickness of the

fibrous sample (Figure 1). It is composed of a micro-

metric compact lab jack through which vertical dis-

placements (z-direction) are applied, a 2 kN cell force,

a bottom mobile steel platen, and a top PMMA plate,

bonded to a steel frame. Calibration of this setup and

more details are presented by Dharmalingam et al.26

Experimental protocol

The compression device is mounted on the moving sup-

port of the CCS and the fibrous sample is placed on the

bottom mobile steel platen. It is assumed that the fric-

tion between the fibrous sample and the experimental

device (PMMA and steel plates) is negligible compared

to the friction occurring between the fibers inside the

considered sample. Fibrous sample altitude profiles (yz)

are measured through the PMMA plate at several

x-positions with an optical pen (linked to the CCS

light controller via optical fiber, see CCS Prima STIL

for details) whose specifications are given in Table 2.

The thickness of the cavity is gradually reduced to

apply a force on the fibrous sample going from 2

to 80N. The measured force stabilizes after 2min due

to fiber relaxation. For each force level, 6 yz profiles are

recorded. For each yz profile, a z-position is measured

every 5 lm in the y-direction, allowing the determin-

ation of both the sample width (w) and thickness (h)

(Figure 1) with good accuracy.

Tests have been carried out on tows and fabrics

according to this experimental protocol. No additional

tensile force along the x-axis has been added to the ends

of the considered fibrous sample. For tow tests, 2 tows

of 70mm length are laid down on the cavity. For fabric

Figure 1. Measurement principle with the CCS and typical data obtained (yz profiles, thickness h and width w) with tows at a given

x-position and force level.

CCS: chromatic confocal scanner.

Table 1. Specifications of the studied fibrous materials (fabrics and tows).

Fiber
Tow Fabric

Material name Nature

Number of fibers

per tow

Lineal weight

(g/m)

Areal weight

(gm2) Stitch spacing (mm)

Weft spacing

(mm)

UD-C HS carbon 50,000 3.8 687 – 8

UD-tight E-glass 8000 4.8 1395 2.5–symmetrical –

UD-loose E-glass 8000 4.8 1395 5–asymmetrical –

UD: unidirectional; UD-C: carbon quasi-unidirectional.

Table 2. Specifications of the optical pen used to

acquire yz profiles of tows and quasi-UDs.

Optical pen reference CL4

xy resolution 7lm

Thickness (z) range 4000 lm

Thickness (z) accuracy 0.200 lm
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tests, a sample composed of 3 tows of 46.5mm length

is placed on the platen and tape is added at the lat-

eral edges (x-direction, as highlighted in Figure 2) to

maintain the tension in the stitch (UD-tight and UD-

loose) or in the weft E-glass tows (UD-C). The sample

length for fabric has been reduced to avoid the bench

to bend and keep an equivalent surface of contact

between the top PMMA plate and the sample

(around two times 70� 3.5mm2 for a tow test and

around three times 46.5� 3.5mm2 for a fabric test).

Each test is repeated twice.

Definition of the mechanical variables

Throughout the rest of this study, the fibrous sample

cross-sections are considered rectangular and a uniform

stress state is assumed along the thickness of the sample

(z-direction).

The 6 yz profiles recorded at each force level F allow

the determination of the averaged thickness h and

width w of the scanned sample. Large strain extensions

are defined

�y ¼
w

w0

ð1Þ

�z ¼
h

h0
ð2Þ

where the initial width (w0) and thickness (h0) are mea-

sured for an initial force of 2N for both fabric and tow

samples.

The Cauchy stress component in the transverse dir-

ection �z is defined as

�z ¼
F

wl
ð3Þ

where l is the length of the fibrous sample that is

assumed constant during the compaction test due to

fiber inextensibility.18,27 Throughout the rest of the

study, the Cauchy compressive stress �z is considered

and plotted as positive. Figure 3 shows how the experi-

mental results are analyzed using the mechanical vari-

ables defined hereinbefore.

Experimental results and analysis

With the mechanical variables defined in the previous

section, the experimental data obtained are first ana-

lyzed for carbon and E-glass tows and then for

carbon and E-glass quasi-UDs. Although the experi-

mental data were recorded over 6 x-positions, the pres-

ence of stitch (UD-tight and UD-loose) or weft E-glass

tows (UD-C) can lead to inaccurate width detection at

1 or 2 x-positions. Therefore, in the following, it is

indicated that the width and thickness evolutions are

averaged over at least 4 x-positions.

Carbon and E-glass tows: repeatability

Three carbon tows have been subjected to transverse

compaction with the developed setup and the width

and thickness evolutions have been averaged over at

least 4 x-positions along the tows. The resulting trans-

verse (Figure 4(a)) and lateral (Figure 4(b)) behaviors

are repeatable and consistent: for a given transverse

Figure 3. Typical stress-extension response during dry compaction: (a) evolution of the sample thickness extension (�z),

(b) evolution of the sample width extension (�y), and (c) visualization of the corresponding sample cross-section.

Figure 2. Boundary conditions applied for fabric tests: free

ends and tape to maintain the stitch or weft tow tension.
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stress �z of 0.1MPa, the carbon tow thickness reduces

by 37� 3% whereas width increases by 8.5� 1%.

Additionally, four E-glass tows extracted from UD-

loose have been subjected to transverse compaction.

Again, the resulting transverse (Figure 5(a)) and lateral

(Figure 5(b)) behaviors are consistent: E-glass tows

widen when subjected to transverse compaction (for

�z, the thickness reduces by 40� 5% whereas width

increases by 9� 3%). E-glass results are less repeatable

than the carbon ones: it could be explained by the fact

that an E-glass tow results from the assembly of two

sub-tows whereas a carbon tow is made from a single

tow. The constitutive element (i.e. tow) of carbon

quasi-UD proves to be therefore more mechanically

stable than the constitutive element of E-glass quasi-

UD NCFs.

Figure 4. Compaction of carbon tow (extracted from UD-C): stress versus transverse (a) and lateral (b) strain extensions.

Red points represent the raw data recorded along the longitudinal x-axis of the tow.

UD-C: carbon quasi-unidirectional.

Figure 5. Compaction of E-glass tow (extracted from UD-loose): stress versus transverse (a) and lateral (b) strain extensions.

Red points represent the raw data recorded along the longitudinal x-axis of the tow.
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The behaviors of both the carbon and E-glass con-

stitutive tows are averaged from now on in the follow-

ing sections for clarity.

Carbon quasi-UD: stiffening of the transverse behavior

Two samples of carbon quasi-UD have been subjected

to compaction and both the transverse and the lateral

evolutions (averaged over at least 4 x-positions) are

repeatable (Figure 6). The transverse behavior of

the quasi-UDs is significantly stiffer than the one

of the constitutive carbon tows (Figure 6(a)). Indeed,

single tows, that are laterally free, significantly widen

during compaction (8.5� 1% at 0.1MPa) whereas tows

inside the quasi-UDs, that are partially laterally con-

fined, (the width of the quasi-UD increase only by

2� 0.8% at 0.1MPa, Figure 6(b)) densify. This densi-

fication of the quasi-UD, mainly due to the presence of

the weft E-glass tows that confine laterally the carbon

constitutive tows, induces a stiffening of the transverse

behavior. Table 3 highlights sample cross-sections evolu-

tion while subjected to transverse compaction. It confirms

that the fabric UD-C densify more than its respective

carbon tow. The reader should refer to Dharmalingam

et al.26 for details concerning densification (compressibil-

ity) and flattening (incompressibility).

E-glass quasi-UDs: influence of the stitch

The UD-loose transverse behavior (Figure 7(a)) is simi-

lar to the transverse behavior of its constitutive E-glass

tows whereas the UD-loose lateral extension remains

lower than the lateral extension of its constitutive

E-glass tows (Figure 7(b)). The UD-loose lateral evolu-

tion, difficult to capture due to the weft backing E-glass

layer oriented at� 80�, might be lower than the single

tow lateral evolution due to side effects. Actually, no

transverse stiffening of the UD-loose (compared to

tows extracted from UD-loose) is recorded during the

compaction: therefore, the E-glass tows inside the UD-

loose are expected to widen. Indeed, the loose stitch

allows tows widening within the inter-tow channels

during the compaction, as highlighted in Figure 8(a)

where inter-tows channels are hard to distinguish.

The transverse behavior of the UD-tight (Figure 7(a))

is significantly stiffer compared to the transverse

Figure 6. Compaction of UD-C (in green) and its corresponding constitutive tows (in black): stress versus transverse (a) and lateral

(b) strain extensions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

UD-C: carbon quasi-unidirectional.

Table 3. Evolution of the tow and fabric cross-

sections while subjected to transverse compaction.

hf wf

h0w0

Tows from UD-C 0.74

UD-C 0.71

Tows from UD-loose 0.66

UD-loose 0.63

Tows from UD-tight 0.79

UD-tight 0.74

The hf and wf are, respectively, the final thickness and width

(�f ¼ 0:1MPa) and h0, w0 the initial thickness and width

(�0 ¼ 0MPa).

UD: unidirectional; UD-C: carbon quasi-unidirectional.
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behavior of the UD-loose whereas the total lateral exten-

sion of the UD-tight is slightly lower than the lateral

extension of the UD-loose. A transverse stiffening (com-

pared to the constitutive tows UD-loose) is recorded

during the compaction: therefore the E-glass tows

inside the UD-tight densify rather than widen, as high-

lighted in Figure 8(b) where the inter-tows channels

remain large. The stitch seems tight enough to partially

confine laterally the tows inside the UD-tight. Moreover,

the densification difference between tows extracted from

UD-tight and UD-tight is larger than the one between

tows extracted from UD-loose and UD-loose (Table 3).

Last experiments have been conducted on E-glass

tows extracted from UD-tight. Keeping in mind that

the tows, which constitute UD-tight and UD-loose

are the same, the transverse behavior of tows extracted

from UD-tight is significantly stiffer than the tows

extracted from UD-loose (Figure 7(a)) even if their

Figure 7. Compaction of UD-loose (in green) and UD-tight (in red) and their corresponding constitutive tows (in black): stress

versus transverse (a) and lateral (b) strain extensions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the web version of this article.)

UD: unidirectional.

Figure 8. Microstructure recorded with X-ray Computed Tomography scan under vacuum (0.094MPa, see Hemmer et al.28

for more details): (a) UD-loose with small inter-tow channels (highlighted in green) and (b) UD-tight with large inter-tow channels

(highlighted in red). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version

of this article.)
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lateral behavior can be considered as similar

(Figure 7(b)). The stitching step appears to modify

intrinsically the tows (for instance when the sewing nee-

dles hit the lateral tow edges): the initial tow cross-

sections are indeed significantly different for E-glass

tows extracted from UD-tight and UD-loose

(Table 4). The stitching step influences thus the mech-

anical behavior of the two types of tows when subjected

to transverse compaction.

Experimental conclusions

The transverse and lateral mechanical behaviors of

tows and quasi-UDs have been investigated. The stu-

died carbon and E-glass tows exhibit a significant

widening under transverse compaction when extracted

from their corresponding quasi-UDs. These experimen-

tal results are in good agreement with the one obtained

on single tows.26 Nonetheless, the stitching process

seems to modify intrinsically the E-glass tows and

thus their corresponding transverse behavior.

Finally, the lateral confinement of tows that are

inside a quasi-UD seems to depend on the stitch or

the weft tow tension. This confinement induces a densi-

fication of the tows, leading thus to a stiffening of the

corresponding quasi-UD transverse behavior.

A simple 2D constitutive equation for tow

cross-section

Accounting for the previous experimental results, the

response of single tows during transverse compaction is

revealed non-linear and highly compressible. Moreover,

the influence of the lateral confinement on the trans-

verse behavior has also been highlighted. In order to

reproduce this response of the tow cross-section, a

simple continuum mechanical approach is proposed

in the present section. In the following, the material is

considered homogeneous and transversally isotropic

with respect to the fiber direction.

Isotropic large strain compressible elasticity

Recently, some authors propose to consider large strain

hyperelastic models as the basis for the development of

constitutive equations for tows during compaction.29

Such models, initially developed for elastomers that

are considered incompressible,30 have been extended

in various manner to consider the compressible

response of elastomers in specific conditions, of foam

rubbers, or of biological tissues.20,31

Here, a one-term Ogden-Hill constitutive equation is

considered and defined by the following strain energy

density, defined per unit of undeformed volume

W ¼
2�

�2
��1 þ ��2 þ ��3 � 3þ

1

�
ðJ��� � 1Þ

� �

ð4Þ

where �ið Þi¼1,2,3 are the principal stretch ratios and

J ¼ �1�2�3 is the Jacobian of deformation, which

reflects the change in volume induced by the deform-

ation. This model depends on three material parameters

(positive scalars):

. l is the shear modulus,

. � induces the non-linear response as proposed by

Seth,32

. and � drives the compressible response.

The first term in the right-hand side of equation (4)

was proposed by Ogden,33 and the second one by Hill34

inspired by the proposal of Blatz and Ko for foam rub-

bers.35 For a more general formulation of the Ogden-

Hill approach, the reader can refer to the work of

Jemiolo and Turteltaub.36 Finally, it is to be noted

that the material parameter l is defined differently

than in the above-mentioned papers: it corresponds to

the definition of the ‘‘Hyperfoam’’ model implemented

in the commercial software Abaqus and considered for

example by Berezvai and Kossa.37

Once the strain energy density function defined in

terms of the principal stretch ratios, the principal true

(Cauchy) stresses �ið Þi¼1,2,3 can be derived38

�i ¼
1

J
�i
@W

@�i
for i ¼ 1, 2, 3 ð5Þ

After basic algebraic manipulations, these principal

stress reduces to

�i ¼
2�

�

1

J
��i � J���
� �

ð6Þ

Inextensibility of fibers

The first method to consider the high stiffness in the

fibers direction would consist in adopting a transversely

isotropic hyperelastic constitutive equation.39

The aim of the present derivation is to propose a

simple model to reproduce the response of the tow

Table 4. Initial thickness (h0) and width (w0) of E-glass tows

extracted from UD-tight and UD-loose.

h0 (mm) w0 (mm)

Tows from UD-tight 1.138� 0.064 3.594� 0.065

Tows from UD-loose 1.289� 0.194 4.178� 0.309

UD: unidirectional.
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cross-section. Thus, it is possible to derive the corres-

ponding 2D constitutive equation in a simpler manner.

x is the fiber direction as depicted in Figure 9(a).

First, only deformation processes that maintain this

direction unchanged are considered: x is a principal

direction of the deformation and the corresponding

stretch ratio is denoted �x. Second, the fibers are con-

sidered inextensible. These two assumptions summar-

izes in the following internal constraint

�x ¼ 1 ð7Þ

Nevertheless, such a constraint impacts the derivation

of the stresses. Indeed, it exist an additional stress � in

the x-direction such that equation (5) becomes

�x ¼
1

J
�x

@W

@�x
þ � ð8Þ

This additional stress does not depend on the material

but on the given mechanical problem. From a theoretical

point of view, it plays the same role as the hydrostatic

pressure for incompressible materials; for more details,

the interested reader can refer to the work of Truesdell

and Noll40 (p. 69).

Finally, denoting �y and �z the principal stretch

ratios in the tow cross-section, and considering equa-

tions (6) to (8), the principal true stresses are

�x ¼
2�

�
ð�y�zÞ

�1 � ð�y�zÞ
����1

� �

þ � ð9Þ

�y ¼
2�

�
���1
y ��1

z � ð�y�zÞ
����1

� �

ð10Þ

and,

�z ¼
2�

�
��1
y ���1

z � ð�y�zÞ
����1

� �

ð11Þ

In the following, the experimental data recorded on

tows will be used to determine the model parameters.

Therefore, it will be assumed that the mechanical

response of the tow is homogeneous along the fibers

(x-direction). Moreover, as shown in Figure 9(b), the

experimental loading directions always correspond to

the principal directions of deformation and the friction

is assumed negligible between the fibrous sample and the

experimental device (no shear). Indeed, only the set of

equations (10) and (11) will be considered and referred

to as the ‘‘2D constitutive model’’ for sake of simplicity.

Two special cases: laterally free and confined

boundary conditions

Two set of boundary conditions are now examined:

laterally free and confined tow. They are depicted in

Figure 10(a) and (b), respectively, where tow cross-

sections are still assumed rectangular.

. In the former case, the tow is free to expand in the

y-direction such that �y ¼ 0. Solving this equation

in terms of �y leads to the following transverse

true stress

�free
z ¼

2�

�
�

��þ��1
1þ�

z � �
����1
1þ�

z

� �

ð12Þ

Note that the corresponding lateral stretch ratio is

�y ¼ �
��

1þ�

z ð13Þ

� In the latter case, the tow cannot expand laterally,

such that �y ¼ 1. Then, the corresponding transverse

true stress is

�conf
z ¼

2�

�
���1
z � �����1

z

� �

ð14Þ

Figure 9 Representation of the 3D (a) and resulting 2D (b) mechanical problem.
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Modeling results and analysis

The 2D constitutive model is used here to propose a

novel investigation of the lateral confinement influence

on the transverse mechanical behavior of tows sub-

jected to compaction. First, the material parameters

are identified by fitting the laterally free analytical solu-

tion (equation (12)) with the experimental data rec-

orded on tows. Then, the influence of the boundary

conditions on the transverse mechanical behavior is

investigated by keeping the same material parameters.

Finally, still keeping the same material parameters,

the laterally confined analytical predicted solution

(equation (14)) is compared to the experimental data

recorded on quasi-UDs, where tows are partially lat-

erally confined.

Identification: material parameters and sensitivity

The material parameters l, �, � have been obtained

with the following fitting procedure:

(a) � is computed using equation (13). As its value

varies during the transverse compaction experi-

ments, its maximal value has been selected to best

fit the large lateral deformations undergone by tows.

(b) Once � selected, a constrained non-linear fit is car-

ried out using equation (12), where �4 0 and

� � �4 0 (to ensure stability condition30).

The values obtained for carbon and E-glass tows are

reported in Table 5. The model curve obtained with

the carbon material parameters fits well with the experi-

mental transverse behavior (Figure 11(a)) whereas

the lateral behavior fitting appears improvable

(Figure 11(b)). The influence of the selected value of �

is thus investigated and confirms that the highest value

of � ensures a better fit with the large lateral deform-

ations (Figure 11(b)). The obtained material parameters

(Table 5) remain unchanged for the rest of the study.

Prediction: boundary conditions influence

Figure 12 presents the experimental results obtained

during the compaction of carbon tows, the fitted lat-

erally free constitutive model (equation (12)) and the

predicted laterally confined constitutive model

(obtained with equation (14) and the carbon material

parameters in Table 5). As expected, the confined tow

width remains constant during the compaction (�y¼ 1

in Figure 12(b)). This lateral confinement induces a

stiffening of the transverse behavior (Figure 12(a)) the

modeled confined tow cannot widen during the com-

paction and thus densifies. This densification has been

previously observed in the experimental behavior of

quasi-UDs. A comparison between the predicted con-

fined tow and the experimental quasi-UDs mechanical

behaviors is thus proposed in the following section.

Comparison: laterally confined modeled tows

behavior and experimental quasi-UDs behavior

Regarding the carbon material behavior during com-

paction (Figure 13(a)), the UD-C transverse evolution

is stiffer than the one of laterally free carbon tows

(experimental) while remaining less stiff than the trans-

verse behavior of a fully confined carbon tow (predicted

with the constitutive model). Moreover, the fabric

width extension remains lower than the one of laterally

free tows (Figure 13(b)). These results are in good

agreement with the proposed experimental conclusions:

Figure 10. Cross-section of a single tow subjected to transverse compaction: (a) laterally free boundary condition and (b) laterally

confined boundary condition.

Table 5. Materials parameters of the constitutive model for

carbon and E-glass tows.

Carbon tows (j¼ C) E-glass tows (j¼ E)

lj 0.05 (MPa) 0.04 (MPa)

�j 43 (–) 36 (–)

�j 0.26 (–) 0.22 (–)
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the carbon tows located inside the UD-C are partially

laterally confined, leading thus to a slight transverse

stiffening compared to a laterally free tow. This stiffen-

ing remains lower than the one of a fully confined tow

(modeled).

Regarding the E-glass material (Figure 14), UD-

tight transverse behavior is stiffer than the one pre-

dicted for a laterally confined tow. This result might

be interpreted as follows. The tows extracted from

UD-tight are themselves stiffer than tows extracted

from UD-loose because they have been intrinsically

modified by the stitching process. The comparison pro-

posed here between UD-loose and UD-tight is actually

the comparison of two different constitutive materials.

Therefore, the methodology, which consists of keeping

material parameters to compare laterally free tows and

quasi-UDs is not applicable for the studied E-glass

material. Additionally, it should be noticed that assum-

ing a rectangular cross-section as well as a uniform

stress state along the z-direction might explain to

some extent the difference between the experimental

and modeled mechanical behaviors.

Figure 12. Experimental data recorded on carbon tows (in black) and the corresponding laterally free (in blue) and laterally confined

(in pink) modeled behaviors: stress versus transverse (a) and lateral (b) strain extensions. (For interpretation of the references to

color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

UD-C: carbon quasi-unidirectional.

Figure 11. Comparison between the experimental and the modeled carbon (laterally free) tow behavior and visualization of �

selection impact: stress versus transverse (a) and lateral (b) strain extensions.

UD: unidirectional.
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Conclusion

Novel experiments have been conducted to quantify the

width and thickness evolutions experienced by quasi-

UDs and their constitutive tows during through-thick-

ness compaction. The studied carbon and E-glass tows

exhibit a significant widening when laterally free i.e.

when extracted from their corresponding quasi-UDs.

However, the lateral confinement of tows that remain

inside their corresponding quasi-UD depends on the

stitch or weft tow tension. This partial confinement

induces a densification of the tows leading to a stiffen-

ing of the corresponding quasi-UD transverse behavior.

A 2D constitutive model has been built from the

hyperelastic Ogden-Hill 3D model and found to be

appropriate to reproduce the lateral and transverse

non linear elastic behaviors of tows during compaction.

A novel boundary condition has been proposed in this

work to predict the mechanical behavior of a given tow

that is fully confined in width direction during

Figure 13. Comparison between carbon quasi-UD experimental behavior (in green) and predicted confined tow behavior (in pink):

stress versus transverse (a) and lateral (b) strain extensions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the

reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

UD-C: carbon quasi-unidirectional.

Figure 14. Comparison between E-glass quasi-UDs (UD-loose in green and UD-tight in red) experimental behaviors and predicted

confined tow behavior (in pink): stress versus transverse (a) and lateral (b) strain extensions. (For interpretation of the references to

color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

UD: unidirectional.
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compaction. This predicted confined behavior has been

compared to the experimental behavior of quasi-UDs,

where a lateral tow confinement is expected due to the

stitch or the weft tow tension. When the constitutive

tows are not intrinsically modified by the stitching or

the sewing process, the corresponding quasi-UD mech-

anical behavior fits well between the one of laterally

free tows (measured) and of fully laterally confined

tows (predicted).

The presented approach consists of characterizing

finely the lateral and transverse behaviors of constitu-

tive tows and uses the proposed constitutive model to

predict a possible range for quasi-UDs transverse

mechanical behavior. This methodology might help tex-

tile designers in adjusting their process parameters as,

for instance, the stitch tension. Additionally, knowing

the constitutive tow behavior and the quasi-UD trans-

verse behavior could lead to a novel indicator of the

porous mesostructural organization (inter-tow channels

size) whose knowledge is essential for permeability and

filling time estimations.13,15 Finally, an isotropic trans-

verse strain energy, weighted with a large stiffness par-

ameter in the fiber direction (as done for biological soft

tissues41), can be added to the 3D Ogden-Hill model to

account for fiber quasi-inextensibility. The obtained 3D

model could be integrated in a computational frame-

work as done to account for the tows widening occur-

ring during longitudinal compaction.20

Future work will focus on releasing the assumption

of a rectangular cross-section, as a non-uniform stress

state inside the tow might influence the overall fabric

compaction behavior.42 Once done, it would allow to

investigate the influence of the tow twist (that induces

rounder cross-sections) on the compaction behavior.
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